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The Reconstruction of the Barcelona Pavilion 

The reconstruction of the Pavilion designed by Mies van 
der Rohe for the International Exhibition of Barcelona was 
first considered in 1954, when Oriol Bohigas proposed 
this for the first time. Information on the whereabouts of the 
Pavilion was confused and there was a persistent legend 
that the Pavilion remained in Barcelona, stored away in a 
secret hiding place. Nothing definite was known of the 
fate of the German Pavilion after the German authorities 
vain attempts lo seil it and so they left it in Barcelona, bul 
il was thought that it had finally been dismantled and the 
more valuable parts shipped lo Germany. 
In 1957, Oriol Bohigas again wrote to Mies van der Rohe 
in Chicago lo propose ihe reconstruction of the Pavilion. 
The answer was a short fetter expressing satisfaction with 
ihe project and staling the designer's intention to person-
ally take charge of ihe reconstruction while warning of the 
high cost such a project would most certainly entail. Since 
then, the project has been a recurrent lopic in Barcelona 
with various different viewpoinls on the final aim and site. 
The decision leading to the Pavilion's reconstruction was 
taken in 1980, when Oriol Bohigas was Delegate for 
Urban Planning and he slaled that the only way in which 
the project would ever gel under way was by commission-
ing an execulive study which would sei out all the different 
technical, philological and financial aspects of ihe pro
ject. 
W e were invited to be pari of the team responsible for the 
study, and each of us was expected lo contribute specific 
areas of knowledge and expertise which would aid in suc-
cessfully completing ihe study. After the vicissitudes, delays 
and problems inherent in a project involving so many dif
ferent inleresls and viewpoinls, ihe momenl has arrived in 
which the cily of Barcelona, ihrough ils Public Foundation 
for ihe Reconstruction of ihe German Pavilion of ihe 1929 
International Exhibition, has achieved ils objective. 
Those of us who have taken pari in the reconstruction of 
the Pavilion now have ihe pleasure of not only showing off 
the finished Pavilion, bul also of explaining how ihe pro
ject developed and why certain decisions were necessar-
ily taken leading lo the final resull. Reconslrucling from 
Scratch a building of such significance in the architeclural 
hislory of the 20th Century is a risk underlaking, and even 
more so when the building in queslion has over the years 
become a focus point for the confluence od ideas, sources 
and objectives of European archiieclure. Furthermore, with 
the passing of the years, the figure of Mies van der Rohe 
has become that of one of ihe greateM archiiecis of our 
time whose work, more than that of anyone eise, 
expresses Ihe rational desires of modernism. 
Although building a copy may appear a trivial task now 
that our work is finished, we must confess lo feeling a great 
deal of satisfaction with the completed project. Just as the 
work of a com poser or poel demands lo be expressed by 

being interpreted, in this particular case the true quality of 
the van der Rohe design needs to be seen in ils Irue dimen-
sions lo provide a solid image of ils spaces and colours. 
Onfy a persistent cullural romanticism could prevenl us 
from revealing the myslery hidden behind the old photo-
graphs of the Pavilion. Bul, in ihe same way that architec-
ture has frequenlly found new inspirations in the recrealion 
of pasl designs, this is not the momenl to hesitale out of a 
reverenlial respect for the future before ihe reconslruction of 
the Pavilion. If we should feel a certain irreverence, when 
taking this step, we also have ihe feeling that only after lak-
ing this first step we can produce something of value. 

A temporary building? 

Most discussions dealing with the reconstruction of the 
German Pavilion starl from a wrong perspective. Ii is a fad 
thal the Pavilion was considered a temporary one and 
iherefore, from the beginning, was thoughl of as an 
ephemeral and transient construclion for which the con-
cepl of durability, the "firmitas vitrubiana", was not appli
cable. But, when the construclion of the building is looked 
at and ihe technology and concepls are analyzed, the 
idea of a transient and temporary building begins to 
appear doubtful, lo say the least. 
This premise musi be examined from ihe beginning, 
because ihe reconslruction basically represented an exer-
cise aimed at clarifying whal was permanent and what 
was not so much the resull of improvisation, bul ralher the 
resull of the haste with which the building was finished, 
and ihe problems this posed when trying to evaluale the 
quality of the finished product. To begin wilh, no building 
constructed on solid armoured cement foundations and 
with walls of the same material - although in the end the 
walls were made of traverline covered tiles wilh marble 
and travertine walls on a metallic supporling structure and 
wilh two flat platforms on a chromed steel framework - is 
either as temporary or as far from temporary as ihe Sea-
gram building or ihe Farnsworlh house, construcled a few 
years after the Barcelona Pavilion. 
In our opinion, the concept of the Barcelona Pavilion was 
neither as ephemeral nor more so than olher contemporary 
slructures built with modern technology in which the struc
ture itself and the parlilions are separate. The predomi-
nance of stainless steel, glass and stone do not evoke an 
imagc of fragility or limited lifespan as all are long lasting 
materials. The stable quality of ihe metallic walls and tra
vertine platform evoke stable and long lasling images 
which bear no relalionship with ihe mobile, prelabricated 
or *do il yourself« buildings so typical of our time. 
The constant reference by Mies van der Rohe to logical 
thoughl in construclion and to the »ultima ratio« inherent in 
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the criteria for technological excellence ever prompt one 
lo the necessary differentiation belween ihe concept of o 
losting building and its construction within the limits 
required for its conservation. It is the simplicity of the build
ing itself which points to the complex Solutions required for 
its conservation. The absence of drains was possibly the 
most importanl problem posed by the total flatness of the 
roofs and the floor coverings. 
Bul it may be that the largest difficulty arose from the fact 
that the structure of the roof was not given the calm and 
thorough study it required. Mies von der Rohe envisaged 
a plalform structure resting on eight cruciform columns with 
beams which were to be solid and would not be visible 
for more than 20 cm on the sides. When this proved 
impossible due to the open spaces of the structure, rein-
forcement was needed and they became sloping in the 
central pari and were quickly and somewhat improvisedly 
covered with macadam on the outside and plaster panels 
on the lower half of the structure. This Solution, a far too 
rapid and above all, far too cheap looking one, was 
acceptable only because the building was planned to last 
one year only. If this were not the case, if the Pavilion had 
been designed for a longer period, a different Solution 
would have had to be found for a really losting roof. 
In ihe building, as reconslrucled al present, the problem of 
the drains has been solved in a simple manner by giving 
all the traveriine pavements the appearance of a floating 
surfoce so thal ihe spaces in-between the joints collect the 
water al a lower level, with adequate slopes and an 
Underground drainage System which collects ihe water 
from ihe pavements and from the two covering platforms 
with an imperceptible, but useful 0,5% slope. 
As far as the platforms were concerned, ihe most signifi-
cant decision was lo construcl them in a slightly armoured 

concrete according to a double nelworked structure. This 
conserves what in our opinion is the primordial concept: 
the form and size of the horizontal platforms with their 
straight planes, even though this implied sacrificing, to a 
certoin exlent, the Single direclion in which the hidden pari 
of the structure of the Pavilion was meant to run, This also 
avoided the need lo use the false supports which Mies van 
der Rohe needed to use, by resling the flying beams on the 
walls wherever possible and thus solving the problem of 
excessive weight on the outer ends. The poor Solution of 
placing an open air plaster cover on a metallic structure 
without adequate insulation was solved by using a con
crete structure. Also, we avoided an increase in the sup-
porting section, which in ihe original Pavilion was thicker 
than 30 cm, by using ihe praclically flat finish of polyester 
fiber for the outer facing, wilhout joints, in the surfacing. 

The site 

It is parlicularly noteworthy thal the Pavilion has been 
reconstructed exaclly on the same site. In fact, some pro-
jects for the planned reconstruclion treated the Pavilion as 
a universal and abstracl building not related lo the site on 
which il was placed, bul nolhing could be further from the 
Iruth, and the subtle use Mies van der Rohe made of the 
relationship between the site and the shape of the build
ing. This has been pointed out repeatedly. Mies van der 
Rohe personally changed the site of the building several 
times from the initial project for a construction on the espla-
nade between the Alfonso XIII and the Victoria Eugenia 
Palaces. Placing it to the north of the Alfonso XIII Palace 
provided the Pavilion with a site ot the foot of the grand 
esplanade which was ihe easiest thoroughfare for reach-
ing the >Spanish Village«. The placement of the podium 
and the main elements, the direclion, the transversal axis 
which adjusts to ihe axis of the large plaza and the longi-
tudinal axis supported by ihe perpendicular wall of ihe Vic
toria Eugenia Palace are placement fealures inherent in 
the building itself. 
The evolution of the building as a response to the site itself, 
a response each time in closer harmony with the site and 
the conditions governing the placemenl imposed by ihe 
Barcelona aulhorilies for ihe general planning and Ser
vices which should exisl in ihe area, is equally importanl. 
The plan published in 1929 by the Genzmer article, 
which has frequenlly been reproduced, shows the building 
on a plalform running around the füll perimeter. This initial 
idea appears in some of the preliminary drawings for the 
project as well. 
But from the momenl that Mies van der Rohe realized not 
only which exacl site the building should occupy but also, 
and above all, look into account the sloping grounds, the 
placement of the building underwent a decisive transfor-
mation. In floors II and III nnd the floor made with marble. 
the plalform disappeared from the perimeter to adopl a 
more complex form in closer relationship with the "ue 
slope of ihe ground. However, it was not a simplificalion 
arising out of financial considerations which resulted in the 
disappearance of the plalform from the posterior and lat
eral sides, while al the same time anchoring the traveriine 
and marble walls directly lo the soil. Raiher, il was an 
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importanl change in the original concept in which the das-
sical platform, with obvious Schinkelion roots, was made 
more movable and universal and even picturesque in a far 
more particular concepl and adopted to the original 
abslract features of the terrain. 
In ihe same manner (hat the main access staircase is 
placed on the side ralher than in the front of the building, 
so as to follow the approach and to adapt to the reduced 
access space of the side entry, the initialry rectangular 
podium became a smaller supporting structure which pre-
cisely responds to the different lopographical features of 
the terrain and so gives rise to a subtle Variation in the plal-
form-lerrain relationship - as so well expressed byJacques 
Paul - which brings to mind the sensitive underslanding of 
the classical-picturesque tradition extending from Schinkel 
to Behrens, rather than the rigid, abstract values of the 
French classical concept posed by Durand. 
This is the foremost reason for the finol version and for our 
rejeclion of the generalized interpretations published in 
1929 and which, in the 1960's, were widely advocated 
with W. Blaser as the main proponenl. After detailed and 
profound study of the projecl and the Site we feel closer to 
the position adopted by Glaeser and Tegethoff, not only 
because they more closely respond to the true building but 
also because we are convinced that the platform and ils 
relationship to the sile, and the changes adopted by Mies 
van der Rohe, were not only dictated by a lack of 
resources or by last minute problems but are in reality the 
resull of a closer underslanding of the Site, which broughl 
with it the inclusion of these features in the final shaping of 
the building. 

Dimensions 

The excavation of the Site on which the building was con-
structed gave an underslanding of the exact dimensions. 
At its widest the building is 18,48 meters deep with a 
maximum length of 56 ,63 meters. These dimensions allow 
the base module of the project to be established at 
1,09 x 1,09 meters and so serve to calculate the exact 
measures of the remaining parts of the building. 
It was clear that the module was not rigid enough to estab-
lish all dimensions coincidentaly. W e also cannot fail to 
point out that the different measures given in the plan by 
Köstner and Gottschalk are minimal but constant variotions 
which, in our opinion, must not be taken as a decision 
Coming from Mies himself to establish small and almost 
neglible differences of 1 / 2 or 1 centimeters between the 
modules in an attempt to negate the regularity of the lines. 
Between the rigidity proposed by Blaser and the flexible 
diversity of Joan Ravetllat it appeared possible and 
rational to evolve a concept in which the modules for the 
building would coincide between the travertine module for 
the walls and the floors, both as the original plan envis-
aged and in fact possessed. W e are certainly convinced 
that the disparities in the modules reflecled by Köstner and 
Gottschalk arose from the need to adopt the supply of 
stones to the rype of foundations and changes adopted in 
Spain before the material became available. Today we 
know that the original construction must have been slarted 
in February 1929. As reflected in extant photographs of 
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that time, it is probable that at the moment when the con
struction slarted, the cutting of the stones had not yet 
begun. It is surprising that in the building the walls and 
floors were most likely done with only forced measures 
before a more detailed, accurate project was available. 
On the other hand, there was the problem between the 
ideal vision of the building and the building as it needed 
lo be construcled, which also became an importanl ques-
lion for the exterior materials used for the lateral and the 
posterior parts. It is known that the construction of the Pavil
ion was threatened by halting at various limes. The main 
reason was the high cost of the German induslry installa-
tion for different palaces to which the additional cost of the 
Pavilion had to be added, and for ihe realization of which 
the Spanish authorilies exerted considerable pressure 
while the German authorilies showed a great deal of 
reluctance. Mies van der Rohe worked on the design of 
the Pavilion possibly sincejune 1928 but was given the 
green light for its construction only in February 1929, with 
the additional aggravalion that the final Site selected by 
Mies implied additional costs because of the need to 
move a great deal of earth besides Ihe arbitrary decision 
by ihe architect to use onyx facings. 
The Pavilion, thus, ran out of budget and the project 
needed to become more limited. It is probable thal these 
financial culs were also related lo the haste with which 
construction had to be carried out. All this necessiiated the 
cancellation of ihe travertine outside wall of Ihe soulh lat
eral facade and the posterior east and lateral north walls 
of the office block. The green marble wos also cancelled 
on the north outside wall and the east outside wall, and 
was substiluted by stucco which was painted in a clear 
and green colour respectively. Because of these facts, we 
adopted the Solution of completing whal in this case 
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appears a slrictly budgetary problem. The decision 
related to the green marble was easy, since in this case 
only a Prolongation of a module and lacing were involved 
and no particular difficulties arose in discovering how the 
original was done lo maintain the conceptual coherence 
of the outside wall of the statue pool. 
In the case of the travertine wall the problem was more del-
icate. To comlete this wall, in which the outside stucco fac-
ing must result in a deplorable effect, brought into question 
the Ireatment of the relalionship between the differenl parts 
and its function as a wall not only of the main pool but also 
of the adjacent office block, with its north and east facing 
Windows. The extant information on its original appear-
ance and dimensions was sufficiently clear. What was 
more delicate was the interpretation of the continuity of the 
moterial and the relationship with the empty spaces. The 
Solution we adopted was the one thal, in our judgemenl, 
would solve the problem of treating the Windows in both 
walls with respect to the materials and the general model-
ling in the project. 

Materials 

W e cannot close this overview of the main problems 
posed by the Pavilion without mentioning the building 
materials. The choice of the travertine blocks was made by 
the three architects after visiling a large number of quarries 
in Tivoli. There is a type of blocks with strong marbling. A 
dramatic impact was selected for the walls. The travertine 
came from the same quarry as did that for the Coliseum. 
For the pavement and facings of the plafform we selected 
a more compact and uniform Tivoli travertine from the 
Sybilla quarry. 
With regard to the green marble, we had to deal with the 
mistaken claim made by Genzmer in his project. The Tinos 
marble, a Greek marble, darker in colour and with broken 
slains mixing dark green, white and block in a large ler-
razo pattern, was not evident in the outside perimeter wall 
of the pool but in the wall adjoining the covered entryway. 
In controst, there were many blank drowings of Alpine 
green marble, a green veined marble, which showed sym
metrica! groups of 2 or 4 tiles. This marble was quarried 
in the Aosta volley in the 1920's and continues to be quar
ried today in quarries, largely with difficult access. Most 
of the year they are covered by snow. 

But the malerial posing the greatest difficulties throughout 
the reconstruction project was without doubl the «onyx 
dore» with which the central, free Standing wall in the 
interior of the main covered space was faced. This male
rial was soughl after in Morocco and Algeria without suc-
cess. W e were told ihat quarries existed in ihe 1920's 

which today were no longer used, and in Egypt, where 
we wen! personolly to find the impossibilily of obtaining 
blocks fying far below the surface in a completely inac-
cessible Site. Enquiries were made in Israel, Pakistan, 
Mexico and Brazil, all in vain. In the end, when we had 
almost given up on ever finding the onyx, Fernando 
Ramos and ihe marble producer Jordi Marques travelled 
to Algeria, to Bou An Hifia, a few kilometers away from 
Muskara. The Irip was worthy of an adventure Störy, with 
many apparently unsolvable problems to be conquered. 
In front of an abandoned quarry they came across a block 
of onyx which was perfect as lo size and qualily. The 
problem now was to convince the quarry owners to again 
open up the quarry and cul the blocks for us. After compli-
cated negotiations we managed to buy the material and 
Iransporl the block lo Spain, where il was cul for the cen
tral wall. This was praclically ihe last effort needed for the 
complelion of the project. The impressive effect of seeing 
the colossal blocks that measure 2.35 x 1.55 melers in 
situ gave the last touch to the high qualily of the materials 
that were used. 

As far as the olher materials are concerned, it must be 
slated that great efforls were engaged lo ensure thal they 
were of sufficienl quality, size and characterislics to corre-
spond lo those thal were used in the original construclion. 
Metallic finishings wilh a high content of chrome offer a 
longer lasting Solution than did the traditional chrome, and 
allow a betler protection from the humid Barcelona cli-
male. The transparent Dottel green, grey and white Win
dows provide a strong colour impact which is comple-
mented by the furnilure, the block floor covering and the 
red velvet curtain which are to be found in the heart of ihe 
central space and provoke a hard and lensile colouration, 
with pure geometric and straighl lines contrasied only by 
Ihe rough lexture of the bronze of Kolbes statue. The latter, 
a presenl by ihe German governmenl to the Reconstruction 
Foundation, is a cast bronze replica of ihe original thal is 
kepi in East Berlin in the Rathaus gardens. 

Security and surroundings 

The conservation and security of the building pose ihe 
same problems today as they did in ihe pasi. Mies van der 
Rohe buill a conceptual ideal, slrongly aligned wilh a con-
linuous flowing of interior and exterior Space wilhoul any 
exact limils. The exterior was a problem free space lo 
allow free access by visitors, while ihe interior, wilh ils fur
nilure and delicate finishings, posed obvious problems for 
its safety. 
The Solution adopted in ihe pasi was ihe same that we use 
loday. Mies designed Iwo special doors which could be 
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pbced on site or removed as the occasion worranled. 
They were similar in construction as the metal Windows, 
with transparent glass panels. The details of their design 
are available to us today and have been round errone-
ously filed with other Mies van der Rohe projecls in the 
New York Museum of Modern Art Archives. The technical 
Solution does not pose any particular problems if it is taken 
into account that the pupose of the doors is to keep intrud-
ers away. 
In any case, besides the doors there will be other security 
measures for Controlling all entrances into the building. In 
the first place there will be, wilhin the surrounding bushes 
of the garden, a melal wall which will run from the top of 
the hill to the north and south borders so that the open 
space around the building will be limited by this wall, the 
wall of the Victoria Eugenia Palace and the Pavilion itself. 
Besides ihese visual measures, there will also be a televi-
sion camera System providing füll view of anyone 
approaching the building by the different access ways. A 
buried alarm system will be activated by anyone 
approaching the building through the garden, while pho-
toelectric cells provide a barrier in front of the building. All 
these measures must not, however, enclose the building, 
which is designed for circulation, and free access. There-
fore, the security measures must not be more than aids to 
the personal controls by guards who, at any moment, will 
be informed of any anomalies occurring anywhere in the 
building and grounds. 
Besides these security measures the Pavilion must have a 
physical environment defining its placement as the build
ing that encioses the bottom of the great esplanade. The 
unfortunate Olympic Pavilion is currently the counterpoint 
to the overall placement of the German Pavilion. A wider 
restoration of the combined Spaces forming the site on 
which the German Pavilion is constructed is required, as is 
demolition of the ugly concrete pavilion built in the 
1960's. 
The final aim must be a Visual opening of the great espla
nade with its coloured fountain by the German Pavilion 
designed by Mies van der Rohe, and the reconstruction of 
the file of high lonic stone columns enclosing the Space of 
the great esplanade to the east and wesl and providing a 
view of the Iwo palaces behind the esplanade - that of 
the cily of Barcelona, which still exists al the eastern end, 
and that of the German Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe 
toward the setting sun. 
A green coppice of trees grows at the same site as in 
1929 and other newly planted ones, together with a 
green carpel of ivy in the style of gardening made popu
lär by Rubiö i Tuduri and Forestier.This will be the perfect 
background for the strict and sober lines and bright gleam 
of the materials and reflections, which will be visible from 
any site on Montjuic mountain. 


